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In Aviamedic, We
embrace the idea
of putting together
resources, time, and
skills, into one complete
entity. Our values
solely dedicated to our
customers.

Aviamedic is Indonesia’s most professional
air medical evacuation and repatriation provider.
We set a high standard by pushing our company
with an unconventional way of thinking.
We really can’t stress out more regarding
how our team cares about our customers. Giving
bed to bed service air medical evacuation and
repatriation as our main products does not stop
us

Because we believe,

There is
perfection in
companion.

M I S S I O N

OUR MISSION is To preserve health of our customers by enabling access to a comprehensive, fully integrated network of the highest
quality and most affordable care, delivered with kindness, integrity,
and respect.
Our mission is to connect people everywhere in Indonesia by providing air transportation and also preserve the health of our customers by enabling access to comprehensive, fully integrated network
of the highest quality and most affordable care, delivered with kindness, integrity, and respect.
We listen to communities. We listen to you, our most valuable customers. No matter what you need. Whether it’s air transportation or
air medical assistance. We will be there to assist you, providing the
best professionals available to serve our customer.

OUR VISION is To be the first and trustworthy choice for air medical
evacuation and repatriation provider by the communities we serve
and to assist every time there is an unmet medical assistance need.
Also constant improvement by focusing on excellence.

V I S I O N
Values in Aviamedic are fundamental beliefs that have shaped this organization to its very core.
These are the guiding principles that help to define how this corporation should behave in
business and perhaps beyond in an additional mission to serve the community. We believe in
the idea of “CURER”

The concept of the air ambulance is not new in the world of medical
assistance. But for Indonesia, the idea itself is still not so well familiarized. Even though the impact of this service is really sought.
When it comes to vision, Aviamedic has put priority to be the first
and trustworthy choice for air medical evacuation and repatriation
provider by the communities we serve. The trust should be built
upon the foundation of providing the service every time there is an
unmet medical assistance need. Also constant improvement by focusing on excellence.

“ Compassion, Unity, Reliable, Excellency, Respect”

Chief Executive Officer

Dr. Firman Rachman Masjhur SpKP

“ It’s my commitment as CEO and medical team mentor to constantly bringing the best
service possible Anywhere and everywhere. Being a doctor has been passion since i was a child.
I would love to share all of my joy with my fellow medical team member. To lead them, to guide
them, in building healthier for our communities. Let me and my medical team fulfill your medical
needs of tommorow. Today. “

The geographical conditions of the Republic
of Indonesia are so amazingly vast. Aside from a tourists
heaven, many companies, international and domestic ones,
send their employees or partners to Indonesia. Some even
sent to remote places. Now one thing we all know and need
to consider. The distribution of the health facilities in this
country is not equal. This issue arises as a part of many
challenges of the development of infrastructure.
In Aviamedic, we work hard and present the
solution to you professionally. We offer the bed to bed
service of transporting sick passengers, in the form of

medical evacuation or repatriation. Our team consists
of highly trained professionals. Ranging from Aviation
Medicine Doctors and flight nurses.
As CEO of Aviamedic, I believe that safety
and comfort are the essential aspects of doing medical
evacuation and repatriation. Our goal is to be the industry
leader in Indonesia by providing the best service possible
through unmatched professional service for you. Our most
valuable customers.

MEDICAL EVACUATION

and Repatriation Sequence

Aviamedic dreams a world where people live healthier in order for them to be productive and cherish every moment they
have in their lives.

Once we commit to an area of need, we define major goals and clear path to achieving them. The general ideas of how
Aviamedic works should be outlined here. A bold remark should be made here that the outline does not define the whole and
detail process of the field and offfield standard operating procedures.

We communicate with the communities which can identify the challenges. The striving process to make meaningful
differences with the participation to society is compulsory. Our strategies have merged through the process of identifying what
the company want to accomplish for people where it can have the greatest impact.
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It is merely an introduction and to give initial thought for those who seek the basic idea of what the company is conducting.
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Aviamedic personnel
Customers phone call

The phone call later

If deemed fit to fly,

shall be answered by 24 hour

on will be redirected to the 24

the finance department will

Customer Service where all of

hour doctor where he/she will

inform the patient/companion

the general inquiries shall be

make the medical assessment

regarding the amount to be

made.

to determine whether the

paid. And patient/companion

patient is fit or unfit to fly.

will do the payment to the

should take care of related
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Patient

or repatriation activity. Such
as collecting the necessary
medical documents, making
reservation for the flight,
contact

determined bank account.
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Aviamedic will take

documents for the medevac

the

be

care the process of check

picked up and sent to airport

in and registration of patient

where Aviamedic and patient

and companion as well as

companion

checking in the permitted and

have

shall

agreed

upon.

ambulance

required medical equipment.

provider, etc.
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When the flight is
After passing immigration,
All activity report will
be sent to companion and/or
patient.

completed

to

determined

At destination

the patient and companion

destination,Aviamedic

hospital, Aviamedic medical

also with Aviamedic medical

medical team should help

team will do the patient

team will get on the ambulance

and escort the patient and

handover.

to proceed to the destination

companion to go through

hospital.

immigration with or without
ambulance assistance.

After

check

in

process completed, patient
Aviamedic medical
team must ensure that the
patient is safely and properly
secured. Whether the patient
is sitting or on stretcher.

and companion with Aviamedic
medical team will board the
aircraft. The boarding process
should be prioritize first than
other passengers. Aviamedic
medical team supervise the
safely boarding process for
the patient.

PLANE CHARTER SERVICES

One of our additional service are private plane services. We offering you a
simply things for your company to get a mobility around in the air.we are using AS 350
B2 and AS 350 B3 for this services.
For more information be pleased to contact our costumer services.

C O N TA C T U S

marketing@aviamedic.com

082251911911
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